HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
these circumstances I think it will be ruinous for you to come
to the Carnatic depending upon the French. If Nizam All
Khan Asaf Jab II had considered their friendship useful he
would not have engaged himself to expel them from the country.
Hence you should consider well before you act. Also you
should not believe the promises made by the French.
Basalat Jang read this letter carefully going deep into
every xvord. He described to those present the wisdom and
bravery of llaxrat-i-Ala and felt thankful for the knowledge he
gained of the real state of affairs and wrote a reply expressing
his thankfulness for Haxrat-i-A'la. Then he sent away the
messenger presenting him with cash and khilbt and himself
returned to Adhoni.
Reply of Basalat Jang.
I am very happy and thankful for your kind letter.
You are experienced in the art of administration and well
acquainted with every affair. I deem advisable whatever you
think proper. I have not acceded to the request of the French.
I hope you will be sending me such kind letters.
When Basalat Jang returned to Adhoni he reconsidered the
request of M. Bussy, made a sign to Dhu'l-faqar Jang to assist
and accompany M. Bussy with six or seven thousand horse,
belonging to himself and to the Mahralta jaglrddr in the area
of Adhoni, and proclaimed that Dhu'l-faqar, out of regard for
his past friendship with the French, had started out to assist
them on his own account without the permission of Basalat
Jang.
After the arrival of M. Bussy and Dhtfl-facjar Jattg,
M. Lally became conceited, set out with his army from the
fort and posted himself on the bank of the river, opposite the en-
campment of the sark&r, the intermediate space being the width
of the riven On hearing of the arrival of DJm'l-faqar Jang,
Ha^rat-i-Ala sent Ar§liad Beg Khan> his trustworthy servant,
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